CASE STUDY

FOUNDATIONS
FOR A NEW LIFE
Christine Anderson has built a barn-style home on her
former smallholding, building in future-proofing, which
will enable her to remain there as she grows older.
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rieving for a spouse might sound like
a challenging time to begin a self build
project, but for Christine Anderson
it proved exactly the distraction
she needed. Sitting in the heart of
the Northampton smallholding they owned for 15
years, the Old Forge was a small, ugly residential let
next door to the home Christine shared with her
husband Chas and their grown-up son Charles.
As she walked around the fields of the 21-acre site she
knew she didn’t want to leave her home and start afresh
somewhere else. It was then she realised that by building
a new home right next door to their existing farmhouse,
she could retain some of her land and remain in the
community while also providing something to focus on.
“Chas and I had talked about downsizing before he
became ill, and we already had planning permission
to extend the Old Forge and go up a storey,” she
explains. “I couldn’t face moving and starting again,
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and this felt like a positive thing to do to channel my
energy and thoughts. It would also provide me with
somewhere that would better suit my needs – there
was no point in me rattling around in that big house.”
Over the years, Christine and Chas had worked hard
running the smallholding and maintaining outbuildings
and the farmhouse. Chas, an airline pilot, was away a lot
and so it often fell to Christine to organise or carry out
the various tasks. Formerly an advertising executive, she
retrained as a teacher and eventually studied grassland
management at college, establishing a horse livery
business to enable her to keep her own horses on the site.
A visit to timber-frame housebuilder Potton gave
birth to a design which incorporates the light and
character displayed in their barn-style home while also
reflecting the style of the neighbouring buildings, with
red brick and weatherboard façades under a slate roof.
Once committed, Christine carried out considerable
research, reading all the self build magazines, and
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visiting the National Self Build and Renovation Centre
in Swindon and Grand Designs Live at the NEC.
She also attended seminars and talks on ground/
air source heat pumps, MVHR, underfloor heating,
solar PV and Feed-in Tariffs, the Renewable Heat
Incentive and anything else that seemed relevant.
She visited window and door manufacturers, took
every opportunity to compare notes with other
Potton selfbuilders and immediately opened up trade
accounts with four different builders’ merchants.
“My key objectives were to be independent of oil,
build in renewable energy sources and provide
some future proofing for myself,” says Christine.
The Old Forge was already a residential building
and had been rented out for several years. Planning
permission had been granted for its extension and
so new plans were passed for the demolition of the
building and its replacement with this barn-like dwelling,
with just one small amendment to a gable end.

Exterior
The barn-style home combines
brick and fibre-cement
weatherboarding with dark grey
windows. It is surrounded by
extensive hedging and borders,
with a number of outbuildings
and seven acres of land.

In brief
Project Timber
frame new build,
Northants
Plot cost already owned
Spent £415,000
Worth £600,000+
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Garden
A series of retaining walls,
raised beds, lawns and planters
create a garden of texture and
interest, and was a considerable
investment on Christine’s part.

A bat survey was carried out which revealed no
sign of any activity, although nesting boxes for birds
were prescribed to account for the loss of some
conifer trees. Work was delayed until September to
avoid disturbing nesting birds, at which point a local
company demolished and cleared the old bungalow.
Potton erected the timber frame and carried out
second-fix carpentry work, and a project manager
was hired to get the house to watertight stage.
Christine, who was on site daily to monitor
progress and keep it tidy, says: “There were plenty
of memorable moments during that time. It was so
strange seeing the bungalow there one morning
and the site being completely clear just days
later. And then seeing the timber frame erected
in just a few more days, it was phenomenal.”
At this point she took over the management
of the project herself, hiring local contractors,
ordering materials and products and finding
suppliers for air source heat pumps, underfloor
heating and solar photovoltaics. “I knocked myself
out on a scaffold pole one wet, winter night, and
another night I was attempting to install a damp
proof membrane in the lashing wind… it was at
that point I thought perhaps I need more help!”
The oil tank for the farmhouse needed moving, and
a stable block was dismantled and moved to another
location, both of which were considerable projects.
The existing stables provided an ideal roof on which
to install a 10kW photovoltaic array, made possible
because that part of the farm has a separate threephase electricity supply. An air source heat pump was
chosen to power the underfloor heating on the ground
floor, and a Solar iBoost means any surplus energy
generated by the PV panels is used to heat hot water.
“I wanted to combine three different technologies,
but some of the manufacturers were wary for fear
of invalidating their warranties or jeopardising the
efficiency of their own systems. Eventually, thanks to
the excellent suppliers I commissioned, particularly
Thermofloor who installed the NIBE air source heat
pump, we reached a solution on how to integrate the
three systems, and I am very pleased with the result.”
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In detail
STRUCTURE

Timber frame Potton: potton.co.uk
Bricks Brickability: brickability.co.uk
Cedral weatherboard Cladding
Marley Eternit: marleyeternit.co.uk
Roof slates Contessa from Cembrit:
cembrit.co.uk

First floor

FIXTURES & FITTINGS
Windows and french doors
CWG Choices: cwgchoices.com
Porcelain floor tiles Crown Tiles:
crowntiles.co.uk
Insulation and dry lining
JT Bevann: jtbevann.co.uk
UFH and ASHP Thermofloor:
thermo-floor.co.uk
Front Entrance Door Darby
Furniture: 07792 133883

Ground floor

MVHR Regavent:
regavent.co.uk
Hard Landscaping RAW
Landscapes (Northampton),
Richard White: 07752 612237
Garden Design/Planting
Scheme Robin Ideson
(Northampton): 07974 797415
Wood-burner Coles of
Kettering: colesforfires.co.uk
Bathrooms Easy Bathrooms:
easybathrooms.com
Kitchen Wren Kitchens:
wrenkitchens.com
Electrics and alarm:
Kevin Ford: 07973 762660
and Jamie Bee: 07734 329802
Decorating Toby BainbridgeKay, Langton Estates:
07740 933099
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“Try to use local contractors as much as possible,
and get recommendations from people you trust.”
The entire ground floor has underfloor heating
beneath porcelain tiles, while the upstairs is carpeted
and currently without heating, although this can
prove too chilly for some visitors and so highefficiency plug-in electric radiators will be used, for
which power points have already been installed.
“I have the temperature set at 19 degrees day and
night, and this seems to be the most efficient way to use
the heat pump – it costs more to have the temperature
fluctuate. It’s warm enough for me – I don’t like the
house too warm – but I want it to be warm enough for
my grandchildren when they stay,” says Christine.
Open spaces are celebrated both inside and outside
of the home, with an open-plan living/dining/kitchen
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Living room
A bright green
wall is twinned
with classic dark
furniture and a
light floor, with a
log burner where
the living and
dining areas meet.

Bedroom
The main bedroom
has vaulted
ceilings, an en suite
shower room and a
walk-in wardrobe.

and a vaulted hallway on the ground floor – a large
wooden double door separating the two spaces. Two
double doors connect the living areas with patios,
the garden and seven acres of farmland beyond.
A study, wet room and utility room offer further
useful areas and also mean the house can be adapted
to suit Christine as she grows older. Upstairs, the
master suite has a vaulted ceiling and there are
three further bedrooms and family bathroom.
The influence of barn buildings has led to interesting
shapes in the ceilings created by gables and pitches
of the roof, and there are exposed beams next to
white walls, where rich tapestries and colourful
artwork hang, and lots of glass casts an abundance
of daylight and adds texture into the airy interiors.
Designed by Christine’s brother and supplied by
Wren Kitchens, the kitchen features subtle sage green
cupboards with a few ivory wall units and a curved
kitchen island. A laminate worktop was chosen because
it allowed the material to continue up the wall as a
splashback. Some walls in the living areas are painted
lime green, with a red wall in the spacious study
and also in the master bedroom, providing a splash
of colour in an otherwise neutral colour scheme.
Outside, the walls are mainly brick while
Marley Cedral Weatherboard, a low maintenance
alternative to wood made from fibre cement, clads
the façades by one of the patios to create a defined
area. Windows are dark grey uPVC double-glazed
units, adorned with chrome monkey tail handles.
The external landscaping also celebrates the
countryside surrounding the barn, and was a
considerable investment. Over £60,000 was spent

Kitchen
Sage green
base units
combine with
a curved
island and
ivory wall
units, with a
wood-effect
porcelain floor.

on the scheme, buying plants and trees, building
walls, patios and fences, and planting hedges. Red
brick retaining walls have been used to cleverly
create flower beds and spaces on two levels,
while railway sleepers have been employed to
make a raised bed for alpine plants. Old field
troughs and sinks act as planters for vegetables
and herbs, and a pergola and in-built seating is
made from Douglas fir left over from the build.

The final word
What was the high point?
The joy and pain of using everything
for the first time. I needed to revisit
all the manuals when it came to
move in because it was a long time
since I had done my research.
Also the excitement and
challenge of creating a garden and
outside space from scratch.
Any low points?
Nearly giving up when finding
myself fitting a radon damp proof
membrane on a weekend of gales/
lashing rain with no roof covering and
the floor screed booked for Monday.
Then there were the problems
with fitting doors due to ground
levels and bricklayers scaffolding
being in the way. I also had drainage
nightmares when a soakaway was
built in clay, creating a swimming
pool during the wettest of winters
and damaging newly laid paving.

What was your greatest extravagance?
The landscaping.
And you best buy?
I got the bathroom sanitaryware
and fittings from Easy Bathrooms
who I visited at Grand Designs Live,
and got considerable discounts. The
rest came from Better Bathrooms
and was also very reasonable.
What do you like most?
The sun and light indoors and the feel
of being surrounded by the outdoors.
I also love being able to properly
enjoy the location with its garden,
paddocks and countryside beyond,
and the connection between the
inside and the outside, and I am really
enjoying open-plan living – I think
I’m managing to minimise clutter!
Would you do anything differently?
I’d like to manage the build more
confidently – not that there’s
going to be another one!
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